Agenda Item 9

Report to the Partnership for South Hampshire
Joint Committee
Date:

27 July 2021

Report of:

Paddy May, PfSH Coordinator

Subject:

PFSH MANAGERS REPORT

SUMMARY
The Co-ordinator's report provides an opportunity for issues which are significant, but
do not justify a full report in their own right, to be brought to the attention of the Joint
Committee for decision or for information. The report is divided into Parts A and B
accordingly.

RECOMMENDATION
It is RECOMMENDED that the Joint Committee:a)

NOTE the content of the Bird Aware Solent Annual Report at Appendix A
of this report and APPROVE it for publication on the PfSH website; and

b)

NOTE the matters for information outlined in part B of this report.
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PART A: MATTERS FOR DECISION
Bird Aware Solent Annual Report
1.

The Bird Aware Partnership is submitting its Annual Report, covering the period
April 2020 to March 2021. This is submitted for approval by Joint Committee, and
if given, will subsequently be posted on the PfSH website. The draft Annual Report
is appended to this report as Appendix A.

2.

Activities during this period have been heavily impacted by COVID restrictions and
at the same time Partnership staff have seen a notable increase in coastal visitors
(86%) in all areas. Despite this, the Partnership has continued to achieve
successes and won two national awards and been ranked as 'highly commended'
for two others.

3.

New ways of working have allowed for adapted forms of mitigation delivery, some
of which (such as an increase in on-site signage) will continue once COVID
restrictions are lifted. Partnership staff were also more directly involved in
monitoring activities this year than previously.

4. Progress has also been made with the delivery of Growth Deal sites, with
Warblington Farm launched during this time period. Developers have continued to
opt into the scheme, with contributions taken for 1,904 dwellings in 2020/21.

PART B: MATTERS FOR INFORMATION

PfSH Performance, Governance and Resources
PfSH Business Plan 2021-2025
5.

The current PfSH Business Plan expired last year. At its meeting on 4 June 2019,
Joint Committee agreed the current (business plan 2019/20 and that the next
Business Plan should cover a longer, medium term period of up to five years. Up
until that point, PfSH business plans have usually been drafted annually.

6.

Development of a fresh Plan to replace it 2020 was delayed due to competing
priorities within local authorities and responding to the Covid-19 pandemic. PfSH
agreed to roll the existing plan forward and defer preparation and consideration of
the new Business Plan into 2021.

7.

Progress is now being made to develop a medium term business plan covering the
period to 2025. PfSH Co-ordinators are consulting with member chief executives
on its contents and it is expected that a draft for Joint Committee endorsement will
be brought to a future meeting.
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Provision of the Democratic Service Function performed by Fareham Borough
Council
8.

PfSH has received a request from Fareham Borough Council for the
reimbursement of the democratic services function it performs on behalf of the
partnership. The request is commensurate to the reduced PfSH subscription paid
by Southampton City Council in lieu of the accounting, budgeting and auditing
support it provides. PfSH Co-ordinators will work with colleagues to understand the
base costs for the democratic service function it provides and identify options on a
fair and consistent mechanism to allow for recompense for this work. This will then
be discussed and agreed with Chief Executives. Any change has the potential to
impact on the PfSH budget 2021-22 and any shortfall will need to be covered
through the use of unallocated balances or in-year additional charges to other
authorities.

Planning & Infrastructure
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
9.

Last year, at the request of member local authorities, PfSH commissioned the
preparation of an updated Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) for the PfSH
region. This work is wholly funded by local authority contributions from all those
wishing to be covered by the work (all PfSH members except East Hampshire
District Council).

10. A SFRA is part of the evidence base for the local plan and collates information on
all known sources of flooding that may affect existing or future development.
Officials considered that a complete refresh of the existing SFRA is needed to
assist in the review and preparation of local plans in compliance with Section 14 of
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2019). The current SFRA for the
PfSH area was completed in 2007, with subsequent interim updates and reviews
in 2012 and 2016. As such, the document and mapping is now out of date, in
particular if taking account of legislation and policy changes, as well as updates to
evidence, modelling and mapping of flood risk.
11. Following a full procurement process led by Portsmouth City Council, AECOM has
been awarded the contract to undertake the work and an inception meeting took
place on 10 March 2021.
12. Since the inception meeting with members of the PfSH Steering Group convened
to maintain oversight of the work (local authority planning officials, Coastal
Partners, PfSH and Environment Agency), AECOM is progressing the work well.
Following initial stakeholder engagement and analysis of existing coastal flood
boundary data it has produced a ‘modelling approach technical note’ setting out
what modelling is proposed for the SFRA. This is currently going through an
internal quality assurance process, and once completed, will enable agreement on
the approach to our modelling requirement prior to modelling starting.
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13.

Work is expected to complete on the SFRA, including modelling and mapping, in
December 2021.

Strategic Recreation and Mitigation Partnership (Bird Aware) Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)
Key Performance Indicators
14. During the period 1 February – 31 March, the Rangers delivered the following site
based activities (N.B. COVID Restrictions kept rangers desk based until midMarch)
 Site Visits
 People interacted with on-site
 Hours spent monitoring

11
23
4

Events (1 February – 31 May)
 Number of events attended - 2 (these were both virtual talks)
 Number of attendees – 68
The focus of the Rangers activities is different during the summer months to the
winter season owing to the birds not being present on the coastline during the
summer. COVID restrictions continue to impact upon their working practices, but
their activities have included:









3 radio interviews with Express FM, having secured a monthly slot to be
involved with this.
Two podcasts recorded with Hampshire Countryside Service
Updating the website - including an expansion of the ‘About the birds’ section
to include more bird profiles
Producing social media content and managing all channels
Building the photo/video library
Physical projects
Codes of Conduct work
Training

Social Media
During the same period 1 February to 31 May, the Rangers have also managed all
media channels and continued to grow our social media presence as follows:

o
o
o

Number and % growth of social media followers on each platform since last
update
Twitter = 170: + 8%
Facebook = 153: + 8.9%
Instagram = 248: +15.2%


o

Impressions (number of times seen) for each social media platform
Twitter - 229.4K
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o
o

Facebook - 85.9K
Instagram - 26K


o
o
o

Number of posts on social media
Twitter = 378
Facebook = 176
Instagram (including stories) = 290

The Rangers have also added 10 articles to the 'Blog' section of the website.
Water Management
15. Updates on progress towards developing a strategy for achieving nutrient neutrality
for new housing development across the PfSH region are included on the main
agenda for Joint Committee 27 July and so warrant standalone reports.

Energy and the Green Economy
16. An update on the progress of the Greenprint for South Hampshire work is included
on the main agenda for Joint Committee 27 July and so is the subject of a
standalone report.

Culture, Creative Industries and the Built Environment
Design in the Built Environment
17. In January draft design bulletins were reported to Joint Committee. The suggested
amendments have now been incorporated into the design bulletins and the
completed versions been posted on the Partnership for South Hampshire website.
The intention is that these should become a live documents and that they should
be updated periodically to reflect changes in good practice and Government policy.
Creative Industries - Creative Network South (CNS)
18. Charles Freeman (CNS Co-ordinator) and David Joel (chair) met with Sandy
Hopkins, Chief Executive of Southampton City Council and Kate Martin Executive
Director of Place at Southampton City Council to initiate a review of the work of
CNS in the light of the emergent Solent LEP economic strategy.
19. It was noted that when CNS was formed in 2012 the intention was that PfSH
support for the network should be a short term intervention - while LEP policy
emerged. Solent LEP, prior to the pandemic, commissioned PWC to produce a
creative industries issues paper and earlier this year commissioned Lichfields to
repeat the work and the report is awaited.
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20. Since its formation CNS has commissioned a series of data reports to monitor
sector performance. Earlier this year our data set was updated to provide a pre and
post pandemic snapshot. The pre-pandemic employment data shows that the
creative sector in the Solent area continued to grow at a faster rate than the rest of
the economy, however between 2015 and 2019 the rate of growth slowed. The
fastest growth rates were in the two cities Portsmouth and Southampton. Growth
rates in central rural Hampshire (Test Valley Winchester and East Hampshire)
were significantly lower than when the data was previously analysed. The highest
growth rates appear in most local authority areas (with the exception of Gosport)
to correlate with 90% plus coverage of mega-fast broadband (100mbs +).
Business Support
20.

Creative Growth South continues to provide support for early-stage creative
businesses. The growth hub is now regularly referring businesses for 1-2-1
mentoring. Charles Freeman met with both Solent University and University of
Portsmouth to discuss future support for creative businesses with a view to
developing a proposal in partnership with the universities.

21. The mapping of creative and flexible workspaces developed by Solent Growth Hub
with support from CNS has received positive feedback and has been updated
regularly by Lloyd Attrill at Solent Growth Hub.

RECOMMENDATION
It is RECOMMENDED that the Joint Committee:a)

NOTE the content of the Bird Aware Solent Annual Report at Appendix A
of this report and APPROVE it for publication on the PfSH website; and

b)

NOTE the matters for information outlined in part B of this report.

Background Papers: None
Appendices: Appendix A Bird Aware Solent Annual Report 2020/21
Enquiries: For further information on this report please contact:
Paddy May (PfSH Co-ordinator)
Tel. No. 023 9283 4020
E-mail: paddy.may@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Appendix A

Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership
Seventh Annual Report on Implementation
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June 2021

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1
The Solent coast stretches from near Lymington to West Wittering and includes the
northern shore of the Isle of Wight from near Colwell to Whitecliffe Bay near Bembridge. It
is internationally important for birds, with 125,000 waders and over 10 per cent of the global
population of Dark Bellied Brent Geese. Many of these birds travel thousands of miles to spend
the winter here. Three Special Protection Areas (SPAs) were designated on the Solent to protect
these over-wintering waders and wildfowl.
1.2
A substantial amount of housebuilding is planned around the Solent and research shows
that this new housing is likely to have potential impacts on the SPAs. One of these potential
impacts is increased recreational activity at the coast resulting from population increases
associated with the new homes. Increased recreational activity is likely to lead to increased
disturbance to the birds within the SPAs. Such disturbance interrupts their feeding which can
mean they have insufficient energy to survive the winter and complete their migratory journey
back to their summer-time breeding habitats. If that occurred, there would be a reduction in the
bird population.
1.3
Bird Aware Solent (previously known as the Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership)
aims to prevent the additional recreational activity from harming the birds. Since 2014, it has
been operating under an Interim Strategy, but in December 2017, the longer term, more
comprehensive Strategy was endorsed by the then Partnership for Urban South Hampshire and
was subsequently approved by each local planning authority as a basis for seeking financial
contributions to mitigate the impact of housebuilding on the coastline. The new charging rate
associated with this long term Strategy came into effect on 1st April 2018. This Strategy is set
to run until 2034, and includes an in perpetuity element which will enable mitigation to continue
until 2114.
1.4
This is the seventh annual report on implementation of the Partnership’s work. It describes
the progress made during the year 2020/21 and sets out the Partnership’s plans for the year
2021/22.
1.5
This reporting period covers a period that has found us all responding to the ever
changing impacts of COVID-19. This necessitated adapting established working practices and

2
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being able to quickly respond to shifting circumstances, whilst taking extra measures to ensure
the safety of our staff. Alongside changes to working practices, increases in visitors to sensitive
parts of the coast were recorded and new mitigation techniques were trialled to deal with these
pressures.
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1.6
Whilst it’s been a somewhat exceptional year, it’s also been one in which the
Partnership has received recognition for its work in the form of awards, winning the Institute
of Environmental Managers and Assessors Sustainability Impact Award for Best Sustainability
Campaign and an International Green Apple Award for Environmental Best Practice,
Conservation. The Partnership also received a ‘Highly Commended’ from the Chartered Institute
of Ecology and Environmental Managers for Best Practice, Stakeholder Engagement and another
Curlew
‘Highly
Commended’ from the Drum Social Buzz Awards for Public Sector Social Media Strategy.
Each of these accolades reflects the effort and passion the entire team bring to the task in hand.
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1.7
The Partnership comprises the fifteen Solent local planning authorities, Natural England,
the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, Hampshire & Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust, and Godwit
Chichester Harbour Conservancy. The authorities are: Chichester District Council, East Hampshire
District Council, Eastleigh Borough Council, Fareham Borough Council, Gosport Borough
Council, Hampshire County Council, Havant Borough Council, Isle of Wight Council, New Forest
Oy
District
Council, New Forest National Park Authority, PortsmouthGodwit
City Council, Southampton
Sanderling
City Council, South Downs National Park Authority, Test Valley Borough Council, Winchester City
Council.
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Political governance is provided
by the Joint Committee of the Partnership
for South
Godwit
Oystercatcher
W
Turnston
Hampshire (PfSH) with the involvement of the representatives of the non-PfSH authorities . The
PfSH Joint Committee approved the 2020/21 budget at its 10th February 2019 meeting.
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2. PROGRESS DURING 2020/21
Overview
2.1
Circumstances have necessitated 2 main focuses this year. The first being the strategic
aim to further grow the work, role and reputation of the outreach work undertaken and on
continuing to build links with local stakeholders. The second was to undertake all activities in a
COVID secure way, ensuring that the safety of staff and coastal users was maintained at all times.
2.2
Following a business and contingency planning exercise, the Project Board were able to
approve the recruitment of the full Seasonal Ranger team (3 members of staff), as there was a
high level of confidence that this resource level would be appropriately utilised regardless of any
Lockdowns or restrictions.
2.3
The growing experience within the team also allowed for a full suite of activities to be
planned and organised around changing national and local restrictions and for the trialling of
new engagement ideas. Additionally the Ranger Team became actively involved in collecting the
fieldwork element of the annual monitoring survey work (conducted by independent consultants
in previous years) and various members of staff were able to undertake courses aimed at
furthering their professional development. These activities were coupled with a well-structured
approach to coastal engagement through site visits and the use of online tools such as social
media and delivering virtual presentations.
2.4
The outreach work of the team has trialled new initiatives such as creating site specific
video tour guides and using supporting technology to allow for visitors to see the images
captured by a telescope displayed on tablet screens, thus reducing COVID risks from crowding
round and sharing equipment. The Team also ran for 2nd year of the citizen science initiative ‘The
Great Solent Bird Watch’ and reached new audiences with this.

4
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2.5
Bespoke signage has been installed at several sites throughout the operational area,
allowing for our key messages to be shared with all visitors to those sites. The high design quality
of these site specific signs has received positive feedback locally and there are plans to expand
the rollout of these. The aid our work in several ways as they are able to portray our messages
even when staff are not on site, and they are able to promote our brand in a pro-active light and
help raise people’s awareness of the Partnership and they work we are undertaking.
2.6
Monitoring work has again been undertaken, but in a scaled back way owing to COVID
related restrictions. Additionally, planning for how best to complete the initial 5 year review of
the monitoring data has started.
2.7
The Bird Aware Strategy was thoroughly reviewed, with recommendations for changes
in working practices and priorities receiving political support from PfSH Joint Committee. This
work was accompanied by a full financial review which concluded that the financial structure of
the Partnership is still fit for purpose. These will be repeated regularly throughout the life of the
Strategy.
2.8

The Partnership’s expenditure during the year is set out in Appendix 1.

Mitigation measures
2.9
The key mitigation measure is a team of Rangers who patrol the coast. The rangers aim
to reduce bird disturbance by helping people to better understand the importance of the overwintering birds and their vulnerability to disturbance. They advise people on how small changes
in their behaviour can be hugely beneficial to the birds.
2.10 Rangers continue to be provided under a Service Level Agreement with Hampshire
County Council. Their close working relationship with the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife
Trust has been maintained with the Trust still feeding into their training programme, offering
mentoring and providing office space on the Isle of Wight.
2.11

The staffing structure of the Ranger team is depicted below:

Lead Ranger
Engagement
Specialist

Site Specialist

Ranger

Assistant Ranger
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Seasonal Rangers - in
post September to April
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2.12 The Rangers are still a relatively small team to cover 254 kilometres of coast. As such
(when COVID restrictions allowed) they continued to give priority to visiting coastal sections
where there was the greatest potential for bird disturbance, and those sections that afford high
levels of public interaction.
2.13 During the 2020/21 winter period, despite COVID restrictions, the rangers still managed
to carry out the following engagement activities:

Achievement

Figure

Site visits

324

Total number of people engaged with during site visits

2,149

Percentage of people who responded positively to Rangers on site

97

Leaflets distributed by rangers during site visits

0*

Leaflets distributed via leaflet boxes/local organisations

0*

Community events attended

1**

Number of people engaged with at events

97

Twitter followers at 31st March 2021

2,239

Facebook followers at 31st March 2021

2,120

Facebook like at 31st March 2021

1,845

Instagram followers at 31st March 2021

1,615

* Under COVID secure working guidleines, these were considered an unnecessary touchpoint
** Other planned events were cancelled due to COVID restrictions

2.14 Whilst it was necessary to adhere to National Lockdowns and adhere to strict social
distancing guidelines, there is no doubt that the ranger team’s lack of presence on the Solent
coast engaging with the public was a detriment to the project’s aim of reducing bird disturbance
as it lost our momentum in building relationships and raising awareness with local coastal users.
2.15 This inability to instigate face to face interactions and the sense of lost momentum came
at a concerning time, because this season we observed significantly more visitors on the coast
compared to last winter. During the 2019/2020 winter season, we saw an average of 36.8 visitors
per site visit, while this winter we observed an average of 67.4 visitors per site visit. This is an
increase of 83 percent despite rangers spending slightly less time per visit this winter (2.3 hours
versus 2.6 hours on average per site visit this winter versus last winter).

6
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2.16 However, some key stats from the period still indicate a growing awareness of the issues
we are focusing on. Such that of the 2,149 people who rangers engaged with on-site this season,
13% had spoken to a ranger in the past. 59% of visitors were aware of overwintering birds
(10% increase on last year) and 36% were aware of bird disturbance (an increase of 5% over last
winter). 97% of visitors were receptive to the key message.
2.17 Members of the Team continued to work with Natural England and the Behaviour
Insights Team on an initiative to develop some on-site interventions to encourage walkers to
less sensitive areas of the coast. Due to the timing of the 3rd National Lockdown, it was not
possible to install and monitor those. It is now intended that these will be trialled in the winter
2021/22 season. These interventions will be based upon new signage and way markers indicating
suggested walks and routes, particularly highlighting ‘dog friendly’ ones
2.18 Alongside that, some Team members undertook an online course in ‘Behaviour Change
for the Natural Environment’, conducted by a specialist from Hampshire and Isle of Wight
Wildlife Trust. This has led to a more behaviour change science approach to developing
and rolling out some initiatives. It has also helped us shape the language we use in targeted
communications and as such has led to an update of some publications and sections of our
website.
2.19 With dog ownership having increased during Lockdown, we have continued promoting
responsible dog walking. The appointment of the dedicated Dog Initiatives Lead post is now
complete, following a temporary recruitment freeze by the host authority in response to COVID.
We look forward to having this individual in place at the start of the next financial year.
2.20 Previously undertaken dog walking market research and other surveys show some
people may be willing to walk at inland sites instead of at the coast. The range of recreational
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greenspaces around the Solent has been enhanced through the Solent Local Growth Deal
funding secured by the Partnership. The completed works at Southampton Shoreburs Greenway,
Alver Valley and River Hamble Country Park all experienced increased visitor levels during
2020/21 as people made use of them as part of their permitted daily exercise routines.
2.21 Good progress has been made at the LEP and Growth Deal supported site in Havant, with
Warblington Farm now operating as a multi-purpose environmental scheme which is the first of
its kind. It provides a Brent Goose and wader refuge alongside a strategic mitigation scheme for
nutrient neutrality. Bird Aware staff were pleased to attend the official launch of this project in
September 2020 which was also attended by the Environment Minister Rebecca Pow and Tony
Juniper, Chair of Natural England.
2.22 Work on the Horsea Island project has continued to be delayed due to issues with the
current land user having to discharge Environment Agency imposed waste disposal licence
conditions on the land before being able to hand it back. Ongoing discussions with the LEP have
seen a way forward to resolve this and the commitment to provide a SANG in this area remains
strong.

Monitoring
2.23 Monitoring the effectiveness of coastal use and the mitigation measures is vital. However
it was recognised early on that owing to abnormal management and use of coastal areas due to
COVID, then any data collected during winter 2020/21 was likely to be anomalous.
2.24 At the same time, it was still considered vitally important to try and capture the impact
COVID was having on visitor numbers, coastal use and bird disturbance.
2.25 With that in mind, the Partnership worked in conjunction with Footprint Ecology, a
local consultancy, to develop a scaled back version of the planned monitoring programme
(disturbance surveys, car park counts and vantage point surveys) whereby the Rangers delivered
the fieldwork element and the consultancy create the final reports.

8
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2.26 This involved additional training for the Rangers to ensure a consistent approach and
then a substantial time commitment to undertake this work. This impacted upon the number of
direct engagement activities they could complete, but was in accordance with the results of the
business contingency planning work undertaken by the Project Board.
2.27 In addition to the work described above, it was decided to keep the 10 passive counters
installed at set points along the coast for a further 12 months so that direct comparisons could
be made between pre and during COVID times.
2.28 Work has now begun on scoping the approach to undertaking a review of the initial years
of monitoring data. This will seek to measure the effectiveness of the Strategy to date and look
to see if behaviours and attitudes of coastal users are already changing.

Information and Communications
2.29 Effective communications are key to the Partnership’s aim of raising awareness and
achieving behavioural change amongst people who visit the coast. Having the Bird Aware
branding (i.e. moving away from the less understandable Solent Recreation Mitigation
Partnership label) and the website (www.birdaware.org) have been instrumental in helping us
have our messaging understood and actively promoted.
2.30 Social media has been an increasingly important outreach tool, especially during periods
of Lockdown. This has been coupled with work to develop the website and provide more
content for coastal users. These efforts saw the creation of a ‘Lockdown Learning’ section which
provides many resources to support learning about birds and wider nature at the coast and has
proven popular.
2.31 A modest amount of paid promotions have taken place on Social Media and the results
of these have been closely monitored in an attempt to understand more about what role these
might play in our outreach work moving forward.
2.32 Further online resources have been developed to support social media campaigns and
these have been created with an eye to longevity and the ability to use them across different
platforms and in different situations. They are now supporting some presentations and other
forms of engagement.
2.33 In the autumn the Great Solent Birdwatch returned for its second year, running from
Saturday 7th till Sunday 15th November 2020. Due to COVID restrictions that were in place,
the event was run virtually, with an increased effort from the Rangers for online engagement.
Participants were encouraged to follow Government guidelines and to take part with their
households, adhering to social distancing at all times. Despite the challenges and restrictions,
there was a good uptake, with 9,615 individual birds from 59 different species recorded over
the course of the week. The project is a great opportunity to engage with our audience, by
encouraging responsible bird watching and the use of the coast. It is intended that the event will
run annually, returning in autumn 2021.
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2.34 Since October 2018 a series of press releases have been distributed to local newspapers,
media groups and news organisations. To date the take up of these has been sporadic, but
coverage has been secured in a number of significant local publications including; The Daily
Echo; The Portsmouth News; The Isle of Wight Observer and The Isle of Wight County Press.
They have also prompted invites to take part in regular discussions on the Express FM radio
station.
2.35 A new initiative this year has been to provide contribution to podcasts. These have proven
popular and are an area of outreach we are keen to develop further.
2.36 Our website - www.birdaware.org - received 9,359 users during 20/21 with 87.2% of
these being new visitors. This is approximately a third more visits than the previous year and it
has been encouraging to see the repeat visitor traffic rise within this period too.

Brand Extension
2.37 The Partnership still strongly believe that there would be a benefit in other similar
mitigation partnerships sharing the Bird Aware branding.
2.38 Work to progress this has focused on speaking at relevant events to promote this
opportunity, detailed negotiations with suitable partnerships about how they would benefit
from joining and also on seeking sources of external funding to assist with meeting the costs
associated with each partner being added to the website.
2.39

Since September 2019, Bird Aware Essex Coast has been operating as a brand partner.

2.40 There has also been strong interest from a couple of other suitable partnerships, but this
remains at the exploration and discussion phase. Should any progress to secure the equivalent
of their Board approval to proceed, the Partnership will be in a position to share which ones they
are.

Site Specific Projects
2.41 From April 2020, the Partnership has set aside £2 million every 5 years to fund series
of capital projects designed to further the aims of the strategy through the provision of visitor
management techniques, enhanced bird habitats, enhanced strategic recreational space or
public engagement and education initiatives.
2.42 Owing to the far reaching impacts of COVID, coupled with other unforeseen impacts such
as a seawall breach at one site, the supported projects have not got off to the strong start we
would have liked to have seen (see appendix 2). We do however still see strong mitigation gains
from the implementation of the supported projects, so we are working with project managers to
ensure that many of them will go ahead in the coming year.

10
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2.43 Alongside this, we have refreshed the list of projects to support in 2021/22 and had these
recommendations approved by PfSH. We hope to be able to bring these projects forward in the
second part of the coming year.

Financial contributions
2.44 The Partnership’s expenditure (excluding major projects which use Growth Deal funding)
is funded by developer contributions in association with planning permissions for new housing
around the Solent. From the 1st April 2020, the fees set on a sliding scale based upon bedroom
numbers, ranged from £356 for a one bedroom property to £927 for a five or greater bedroom
property. These are revised annually in line with RPI and rounded to the nearest whole pound.
2.45 Owing to an issue related to nitrate neutrality, several of the LPAs within the Partnership
experienced barriers to the granting of planning permissions. This has had a knock on effect to
the Partnership which has seen income levels drop. With several strategic solutions to this in the
pipeline, it is anticipated that this situation is temporary and that the granting of permissions will
be more straightforward again soon.
2.46 The Partnership continues to monitor this situation closely and is making provision for
financially prudent measures should they be necessary.

Planning permissions
2.47 Developers whose schemes will have a recreational impact on the Solent SPAs have the
option of paying a developer contribution towards mitigation measures as set out in the Solent
Recreation Mitigation Strategy, or providing their own mitigation. During 2020/21, planning
permission was granted for 1,904 dwellings which were assessed as requiring mitigation. As far
as we are aware, all of the planning applicants opted to contribute to the Strategy, as opposed
to developing their own bespoke mitigation scheme in consultation with their relevant planning
authority and Natural England.
2.48 It is now the established norm in planning appeals for the planning inspector to endorse
the principle of the developer contribution or cite the absence of mitigation as a ground for
dismissing the appeal. The Partnership is not aware of any planning appeals during the year
where the inspector did not support the need for a developer contribution to Solent recreation
mitigation.

Award News
2.49 Several accolades have come our way this past year. Firstly the Partnership was delighted
to be announced as the winner of the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment
Sustainability Impact Awards for ‘Sustainability Campaign (Public Sector)’.
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2.50 Shortly after, the Partnership was also awarded the International Silver Green Apple Award
for Environmental Best Practice for ‘Conservation’.
2.51 The Partnership also achieved a ‘Highly Commended’ in the DRUM Social Buzz Awards
for ‘Best Public Sector Social Media Strategy/Campaign’. This was a high accolade for our small
in-house team to be credited with.
2.52 Lastly, the Partnership also received a ‘Highly Commended’ from the Chartered Institute
of Ecology and Environmental Management for ‘Best Practice, Stakeholder Engagement’.
2.53 Each of these awards is a massive achievement for such a small team and provided much
needed morale boosts within what was a very unpredictable year in so many other ways.

3. PLANS FOR 2020/21
3.1
The local authorities are pooling the developer contributions through the Partnership. A
budget has been set for 2021/22 totalling £1,992,000. This budget (reproduced in appendix 3)
will fund the implementation of mitigation measures and associated costs including project staff
and monitoring activities.
3.2
The mitigation measures described above are being funded by developer contributions
from the housing planned in Local Plans over the next 10-15 years, but legislation requires
the measures to be provided in-perpetuity. The Partnership is addressing this by investing a
proportion of the developer contributions received in order to create an investment pot which
will fund the mitigation measures in-perpetuity. It has been calculated that nearly 60% of the
developer contributions received needs to be invested in that way in order to provide sufficient
future income to fund the mitigation measures in-perpetuity.
3.3
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The decisions, mitigation measures and other initiatives planned for 2021/22 include:-

•

Deciding upon the awarding of the second round of funding for the Site Specific Projects and
allocation of the third round;

•

Recruiting a Campaigns and Engagement Officer to lead in these areas of work for the team;

•

Implementing the third year of the agreed Marketing Strategy, growing our reputation and
sphere of influence;

•

Actioning the recommendations of the Strategy Review, including seeking more direct
involvement from Partner organisations;

•

Actively promoting the use of the Bird Aware brand to 3rd parties;

•

Seeking out potential investment options for the in-perpetuity fund;

•

Undertaking the next phase of data collection to monitor mitigation effectiveness.
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APPENDIX 1
SRMP 2020/21 Draft Accounts (period April 2020 - March 2021)

Income from contributions

£s

Income from contributions

Actual £s
1,494,020

Rangers

(287,038)

Operating costs

0

Effectiveness monitoring consultancy advice

(42,943)

Marketing Costs

(5,372)

Brand & Communications Officer

(39,453)

Partnership Coordination Officer

(34,543)

Grant Award repayment

(19,800)

Total Expenditure:

(429,148)

Balance before transfer to in-perpetuity fund:

1,064,872

Transfer to in-perpetuity fund

(1,100,000)

Total contribution to / (from) reserves 19/20

(35,128)

Balances at 31/03/2020

Actual £s
Reserves brought forward @ 31/03/20

422,624

Contribution from reserves 20/21

(35,128)

Reserves carried forward @ 31/03/21

387,496

In-perpetuity fund @ 31/03/20

1,749,083

Transfer in 20/21

1,100,000

Interest received

15,220

In-perpetuity fund @ 31/03/21

2,864,303
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APPENDIX 2
Supported projects

Site
Proposer Type
Location

LHFM and
LHOB Farlington
Marshes and
Oyster Beds

LHSM Southmore

RSBP

HIWWT

LHWT, LHBT,
LHOB Havant BC
Hayling Island

CHMA –
Chichester
Harbour

CHEH - East
Head

14

Chi Harbour
Conservancy

Chi DC on
behalf of
National Trust

Summary Progress Cost £s
Initial delays
due to
Shingle
indemnity
recharge of
wording, and
key winter
match funding
roosting
conditions
sites and
100,000
from another
associated
party. Now
wintering bird
scheduled
interpretation/
to start in
messaging.
October 2021

Bird refuge
and habitat
creation

Southmoor
Refuge and
Habitat
Provision

Bird refuge
and habitat
provision

Project
withdrawn
due to seawall 22,000
breach

Project
withdrawn
due to site no
Hayling Island
longer being
Brent Goose
progressed
and Wader
by Havant
Refuge
Borough
Council

Bird refuge
and habitat
provision

Site specific
visitor
management

Additional
fencing,
hedge-laying
and signage
at Apuldram
Manor farm

Progressing
well

222,000

3,000

Long delays
due to COVID
Creation and
Bird refuge
and staff
extension of
and site
being put on
board walk
20,600
specific visitor
furlough. Due
and fencing at
management
to start late
East Head
summer 2021.
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APPENDIX 3
Proposed 2021/22 budget

Budget

£s (000s)

Rangers

287

Dog initiatives

10

Partnership Manager

35

Operating Budget

10

Monitoring

30

Brand and Communications Lead

45

Comms operational budget

10

Graphic Design support

15

Additional post

40

Site specific projects

400

Sub-total

882

Contribution to in-perpetuity fund

1110

Total budget

1992
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